Support services for Legal industry
1. Summarizing documents from the legal world
Time is money! Do you know what it is to have a complete and accurate analysis of a
document within a short amount of time? In the legal world, a variety of documents are
produced, including deposition transcripts, discoveries, interrogatories, court transcripts,
research documents etc. These documents need to be studied, synthesized, and summarized
for use by the attorneys.
CompuSharp has developed a unique method for summarizing documents based on a
graphic technique. From the text-based documents, we derive sequences of events, hierarchy
charts and discrepancies, and present the summary in a highly readable format. CompuSharp
also provides the option of viewing the summaries in two-column and three-column
formats. Our summarizing services save attorneys huge amounts of time, and help them to
win cases!

2. Legal research support
Time is money! How can you get your legal research questions answered accurately and
quickly? A variety of situations in the legal world call for additional insight to understand all
aspects of the case. Critical facts can only be discovered by studying vast amounts of
available documentation, such as testimonials, transcripts, case data, prior art for patents, etc.
A plethora of information is also available on the Internet. Moreover, there are data
warehouses that store histories of similar cases, regulatory data from a variety of
commissions, etc. After researching and analyzing vast amount of data, CompuSharp
consolidates the data into a coherent and holistic view of the case. An user friendly
presentation using graphs and charts enhances the comprehension, resulting in fast
absorption of the pertinent information. Our legal research support services save attorneys
tremendous amounts of precious time, and help them win cases!

3. Our Commitment
CompuSharp can quickly respond to changes in case workloads by deploying our creative
team at a short notice as needed. We maintain confidentiality and ensure that the
information is held in a secure and safe environment.
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